Results indicate that the minimTim clearance of the ship's course to the pier face will be generally required a distance of the ship's length for passing over in safety.
Introduction
In Japan, the remarkable development of the ocean engineering has been contributed to the construction of the off shore facilities and encouraged the linking-up of the land traffic between the main islands by the connecting bridge road.
The project of the Honshu-Shikoku Connecting Bridge Road is one of the biggest one in the world in present state.
By the way, such connecting bridges are spanned over the ship's passage and these piers are built in the water, and they sometimes disturb the ship's traffic-that is, the restriction of the sea room and making of the steering bias of ship by the sheering flow of water and wind around the pier.
One of the authors had discussed on the steering bias of ship passing through under the bridge caused by the sheering flow of water around the pier<".
In this paper, the authors describe the aerodynamic effect of vmid on the course-keeping of ship passmg by the pier from the viewpoint of ship handling and design of the pier profil.
Outline of the model experiments
The model experiments have been carried out in the wind tunnel with water tank and the following items were measured. From the measurement and observation, the following conclusions are obtained.
(1) On the weather side of the pier the wind velocity decreases in the region of one length long and 2 lengths wide of the pier windward.
(2) On the lee side of the pier the wind velocity decreases in the region of 4~6 lengths long and 2 lengths wide of the pier leeward.
(3) On the transverse side of the pier the high wind region is observed. In this region the 15~20?^ increasing of wind velocity is measured.
(4) For the models p-1 and p-2, the sheer flow is more increased than that of the model p-3 obviously. 
Yawing moment and swaying force on ship
The sheer flow around the pier stated in section 3 gives the unsymmètrical aerodynamic force and moment on the course keeping of ship passing through by the pier.
In Figs From the measurement, the following conclusions are obtained.
(1) The aerodynamic force aiid mom.ent of ship are increased with the decreasing of the transverse clearance of ship course to the pier-face.
•. ' '. The force component X is neglected because of negligible small perturbation of ship's speed in this case.
Therefore, the terms of X, Y and N aie as follows. Where, *u(0 = longitudinal displacement of ship at time i from the origin, >io(/) = transverse displacement of ship at time t from the origin and {((Z) =yawing angle of ship at time / from the origmal course.
2 Trajectories of ship deviated by sheer flow.
The trajectories of ship passmg through by the pier were obtained by the calculation results usmg the equations (9)~(14).
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The numerical calculations were carried out by the electric computer FACOM-28S of the Tokyo University of Mercantile Marine.
On these calculations, the exciting aerodynainic force and moment measured by the experiments as shown in section 4 were directly introduced into the terms Y and N of the above equations on each proceeding of ship, and the other Hydrodynamic derivatives were used the coefficients obtained by Dr.
H. Eda on Mariner class ship as shown in Table   Table 1 By the way, it is originally impossible for a sliip to keep her steering in such strong wind at the case that V/U is over 7~10 in general.
Therefore, in this paper the ship's trajectories caused by the sheer flow of wind around the pier were obtained putting the case that V/U equals 10.0 to discuss the requirement of safe running of ship.
They are shown in Figs. 8-l~8-8 and concluded in Table 2 . (1) On the effect of the direction of the wind to the pier It is most severe case that 6 is 45°. This is reasonable that the projected area to the wind direction is large therefore the patterns of yaw moment and sway force by the wind become wide. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the authors investigated about the aerodynamic effect of wind sheering flow producted by the pier on the course-keeping of ship from the viewpoint of ship handling and design of the pier profile.
The conclusions of this study are as follows;
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(1) The wind decrement on the windward direction and the wind increment on the transverse side of the pier are noted.
(2) The region and the intensity of such flow around the pier in wind are much depended upon the hori20ntal profile of the pier section;
That is, it is possihle to reduce the sheer flow caused hy the pier from the viewpoint of design.
(3) Therefore, the ship passing by the pier is given the aerodynamic yawing moment and sway force periodically by such sheer force.
(4) It is necessary for safe running of the ship to keep the clearance of one ship's length at the least from the viewpoint of ship handling.
(5) All things considered, improving the sectional profile of the pier makes the advantageous contribution to the reduction of the sheer flow and to the course-keeping of ship.
